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Philippine Virgin Lyrics Filipino: Tagalog folk song for a young woman in the Philippines, as if in the morning If the scene is exciting There is a sight that is expensive and beautiful Be in the mood, be acting fertile, poor, yielding all kinds Clean heart net irog with firm and disciment Flowers that are just gloomy, perfume Flashing The world has great eggs, comfort in the struggling heart. Stretch of happiness
and joy, destiny the dreams of the spectators. This is a young Woman in the Philippines, worthy to true love. 0 ratings0% found this document useful (0 votes)60 views1 pageBack TopAboutSupportHelp / FAQAccessibilityPurchase helpAdFiblishersLegal £7.99 £7.99 (£79.90/100 ml) Visit the Help section or contact us Your browser is old and no longer supports all features. Please update to enjoy the full
Chordify experience Diagram slider chord view_carousel view_agenda chart slider chord sheet O:Yes view_carousel view_agenda format_line_spacingvisibilityfile_download chord sheet Filtering woman It's like a morning note. If the scene is exciting There was great beauty in sight. Behavior Even to act It's dirty, Poor, Mabini, all sorts. Clean heart Even irog There was a strong, sincere voice. Flowers that
are only glory The smell flashed. The world's great epilepsy Comfort in the struggling heart. A stretch of happiness and joy, The purpose of the audience's dreams, This is a Filipino young woman, It's worth real love. Behavior Even to act, It's dirty, Poor, Mabini, all sorts. Clean heart Even irog There was a strong, sincere voice. Flowers that are only glory The smell flashed. The world's great epilepsy Comfort
in the struggling heart. A stretch of happiness and joy, The purpose of the audience's dreams, This is a Filipino young woman, It's worth real love. Album : Filipino Woman Copyright of lyrics: legally licensed MusiXmatch.No illegal reproduction of lyrics. Writer(s): Corazon De Jesus Joseph, Santos Jose G Lyrics powered by www.musixmatch.com
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